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THE ULTIMATE IN RAILING SYSTEMS:
INGENIOUS DESIGN, IMPECCABLE QUALITY,
UNCOMPROMISING SAFETY

Q-railing is an innovator in the field of
railing systems. We provide complete
solutions that are instantly recognisable
for their quality, unique design and
unparalleled performance. Around the
world, our professionals share a passion for
innovation and a commitment to design
excellence.
A well-designed railing system can
enhance and complete an architectural
plan like nothing else. Imagine having
unlimited creative freedom over the
choice of components and materials in
your railing system. Select and combine

different elements so that the final result
blends seamlessly with the surrounding
architecture. Or take the opposite view and
construct an eye-catching feature railing.
Anything is possible with our extensive
range of fully modular components. Many
product lines can be combined with items
from other systems to create a completely
new appearance. Each component is
superbly engineered and finished –
designed to save time and expense during
installation.
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THE PREMIUM BRAND
IN RAILING SYSTEMS
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Q-RAILING’S REPUTATION FOR DESIGN
EXCELLENCE IS GOING GLOBAL. OUR LIST
OF SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS IS EXTENSIVE.

Ranging from private houses to office buildings, from
concert halls to major sports arenas, each installation
makes a unique optical and functional statement, thanks
to the renowned flexibility and quality of our products.

Glass railing systems
Whether your project is a private residence or a sports
stadium – or something in between – our systems let you
create stunning glass railings that can be installed with
ease. A vast range of beautifully engineered components
is available for indoor and outdoor settings. And with
flexibility designed into each cap rail, railing base, and
other glass railing product, we can provide an elegant
solution to just about any architectural challenge.

Baluster railing systems
Enhance a stairway, balcony or atrium by installing a
baluster railing system from Q-railing. We have round,
square or rectangular forms as well as infills that use
cables, bars, web or glass. Create a look that really
expresses your vision.

Handrail systems
A great looking handrail can be the detail that transforms
a space. Of course, the choice of materials is all important.
At Q-railing, you will find a wide range of handrails in
stainless steel and various types of wood. And no matter
what effect you desire, or what type of application you
are working with, Q-railing has a bracket to suit.
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GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS
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EASY GLASS® HYBRID
THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS

THIS HIGHLY AFFORDABLE RANGE INCLUDES
BOTH A WALL-MOUNTED GLASS BALUSTRADE
AND A BALUSTER-SUPPORTED GLASS RAILING.
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HYBRID FEATURES
The strength of Easy Glass® Hybrid comes from its precise design and combination of its
durable cap rails and slimline base shoe, just 43 mm high, both made of high-grade aluminium.
The system can be reinforced with super-strong yet elegant 12 mm wide posts.
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PROJECTS
Easy Glass Hybrid is an ideal solution for projects that require a
value-engineered glass balustrade, but with discreet structural
support. Balconies and roof terraces are easily transformed into
design features with a sophisticated modern appearance.

VALUEENGINEERED
SYSTEM
EASY GLASS HYBRID IS Q-RAILING’S LIGHTEST
GLASS RAILING SYSTEM. IT IS DESIGNED FOR EASE
OF INSTALLATION AND LOW MAINTENANCE.
The Easy Glass Hybrid system offers a great deal
of flexibility for different span widths. Mounted
between two walls, and using the larger of
the two cap rails, you can create a completely
baluster-free railing spanning up to 3 metres,
depending on country-specific regulations.
Should your project call for a longer balustrade,
simply add the slender baluster posts. The precise
number of posts will be determined by the
particular situation and your design preference.
The steel posts are available in four different
sizes - two for top mounting and two for fascia
mounting. Their silver-grey powder coating suits
the aluminium of the base shoe and cap rails.
The aluminium components come with either
a matt silver effect or in raw finish. All variants
are slim and elegant, contributing to a stylish
look that affords maximum transparency.
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EASY GLASS HYBRID SPECS
Lightweight aluminium base shoe

Designed for:

Light and medium use

Mountable with or without posts

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

No anchors required for the installation - plugs and screws only

Variants:

Top and fascia mount

LED lighting options available for cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light)

Applications:

Balustrades

Material:

Aluminium and powder-coated steel

Infills:

Glass

Glass thickness: 8 to 13.52 mm
Top finish:

INTERNATIONAL
CODE COUNCIL®

ICC

Cap rails available in various gauges

International Design Model Protection
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EASY GLASS® SLIM
SLIM DESIGN, BIG IMPACT

EASY GLASS® SLIM COMBINES MINIMALIST
FEATURES, OPTIMAL TRANSPARENCY AND
AFFORDABILITY IN ONE RAILING SYSTEM.
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SLENDER AND SAFE
At only 45 mm wide, the Easy Glass Slim base shoe is one of the slimmest in the industry.
Nevertheless, the system fully complies with international testing and safety standards.
Its elegant profile makes it a perfect fit for any contemporary construction.
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PROJECTS
Easy Glass Slim is a comprehensive and affordable solution that adds refinement to both interior and
exterior settings. With its thin yet strong base shoe it is ideal for railings situated on landings, balconies
and stairs in private residences, commercial buildings, shops and many other locations.

CLEAN LINES
WANT TO BRING A DRAMATIC ‘WOW’ FACTOR
TO A RESIDENTIAL OR LIGHT COMMERCIAL
BUILDING? TAKE A LOOK AT EASY GLASS SLIM.
The clean lines of the Easy Glass Slim system
make for an ultra-modern appearance and
optimal transparency – all at a very attractive
price. There are aluminium base shoes for both
top and fascia mounting that are light and easy
to position. With an outstanding stainless steel
effect finish, they can be used without cladding.
As you would expect, the range includes
excellent corner solutions, end fittings, and cap
rails, which help to create a totally seamless
result. You can even add a cap rail or handrail
with linear LED lighting for extra safety and
visual impact.
The glass infill can be installed quickly and
securely thanks to the Safe Wedge system.
Installation is completed by gluing and
clamping – no welding is necessary.
Needless to say, Easy Glass Slim has been
thoroughly tested. Approvals and performances
certificates have been gained from regulating
authorities in more than ten countries.
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EASY GLASS SLIM SPECS
Slim design

Designed for:

Light and medium use

Lightweight easy-to-manoeuvre base shoe

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

Cladding available (stainless steel or aluminium with stainless steel effect)

Variants:

Top, in-floor and fascia mount

LED lighting options available for cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light) and

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

glass-mounted handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight and Linear Light)

Material:

Aluminium, raw or with a stainless
steel effect

Infills:

Glass

Glass thickness: 12 to 21.52 mm
Top finish:

Cap rails, glass-mounted handrails,

EM CONFOR M IDA DE

U-profiles and Edge Protection in a

ABNT NBR 14.718/08

variety of shapes, materials and sizes

COM A NORMA

INTERNATIONAL
CODE COUNCIL®

ICC
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EASY GLASS® PRO
GLASS ALIGNMENT MADE EASY

THE ONLY BASE SHOE THAT LETS YOU FINE-TUNE
THE POSITIONING OF GLASS PANELS FROM INSIDE
THE BALUSTRADE.
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NO SCAFFOLDING
With Easy Glass® Pro all adjustments are carried out from the inside of the balustrade.
That means no scaffolding is required. It makes the system highly suitable for balustrades
at high levels and environments that cannot accommodate scaffolding.

PROJECTS
Easy Glass Pro lets you
create stair railings and
balustrades that contribute
to a bright and open
ambience. It is suitable
for indoor and outdoor
use in light and medium
use environments, such as
private homes, commercial
buildings and retail shops.
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GOING PRO
THE EASY GLASS PRO RANGE NOT ONLY INCLUDES
REGULAR TOP AND FASCIA MOUNT BASE SHOES,
BUT ALSO TWO SPECIAL BASE SHOES FOR NONFINISHED FLOORS AND AN “INVERSE” MODEL.
The range’s F-shaped base shoe is for top mounting
directly onto or even over the edge of a balcony.
The Y-shaped base shoe lets you fascia mount a
balustrade onto concrete slabs, so that the sides
of screed floors are hidden. Last but not least, the
“Inverse” is for fascia mounting on the inside of
parapet walls around balconies. All of the possible
base shoe installations have been extensively
tested, earning certificates or approval from highly
respected regulating authorities worldwide.
The Easy Glass Pro base shoe works with the Safety
Wedge system for simple mounting of the glass
panels. It comes with either fixed or adjustable
wedges, the latter letting you adjust each glass
panel independently by up to 1 cm from the
vertical for perfect alignment of the glass.
If you are planning a top mounted Easy Glass Pro
railing, you can opt for a base shoe cladding that
incorporates Q-lights Linear Light. Its LED lighting
will add safety and ambience to your design.
Various effects are available, including warm white,
cold white and RGB-coloured light.
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EASY GLASS PRO SPECS
All mounting and adjusting takes place inside the balustrade

Designed for:

Light and medium use

High-grade stainless steel effects eliminate the need for base shoe cladding

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

LED-lit cladding option (with Q-lights Linear Light) available for regular top

Variants:

Top, in-floor and fascia mount

mount base shoe

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

LED lighting options available for cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light) and

Material:

Aluminium with stainless steel effect
or special stainless steel effect IX

glass-mounted handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight and Linear Light)
Infills:

Glass

Glass thickness: 12 to 21.52 mm
Top finish:

Cap rails, glass-mounted handrails,
U-profiles and Edge Protection in a
variety of shapes, materials and sizes

International Design Model Protection
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EASY GLASS® MAX
THE STRONGEST BASE SHOE EVER

IT MAY SEEM A BOLD STATEMENT,
BUT EASY GLASS® MAX TRULY IS THE
STRONGMAN IN THE Q-RAILING RANGE.
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ROBUST MINIMALISM
Designed for heavy to extremely heavy use, both indoors and outdoors, Easy Glass Max delivers
maximum strength with minimum weight. Robust as it is, the glass railing system has a light
and minimalistic look making for unobstructed views.

PROJECTS
Easy Glass Max is very much
the Q-railing “heavy hitter”. That
makes it the ultimate system for
locations with high wind speeds
and for buildings that receive
intensive use such as sport
stadiums and airports.
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NO LIMITS
THERE SEEM TO BE NO LIMITS WHEN IT COMES
TO EASY GLASS MAX. THE SYSTEM COPES EASILY
WITH EXTREME LOADS AND HIGH WIND SPEEDS.
This glass railing system makes a stunning
addition to any public area, creating a sense of
space and light wherever it is installed. And with
a choice of four different base shoe types, all
ultra-strong yet lightweight, Easy Glass Max can
go just about anywhere.
In addition to standard base shoes for regular
top and fascia mounting situations, the Easy
Glass Max range includes special F and Y-shaped
base shoes. The F is for top mounting directly
onto or even over the edge of a balcony
floor. And the Y lets you fascia mount a glass
balustrade onto the edge of a concrete slab,
exactly at your finished floor height, hiding the
edges of a screed floor.
Naturally, the system complies with safety and
building regulations worldwide.
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EASY GLASS MAX SPECS
Suitable for use in high-demand public areas

Designed for:

Heavy and extremely heavy use

Installs easily - no welding required

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

A choice of four different base shoes

Variants:

Top, in-floor and fascia mount

LED lighting options available for cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light) and

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

glass-mounted handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight and Linear Light)

Material:

Aluminium with stainless steel effect
or special stainless steel effect IX

Infills:

Glass

Glass thickness: 19 to 31.52 mm
Top finish:

Cap rails, glass-mounted handrails,
U-profiles and Edge Protection in a
variety of shapes, materials and sizes

INTERNATIONAL
CODE COUNCIL®

ICC
International Design Model Protection
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EASY GLASS® BASE
GLASS CLAMPS
MAKE A DESIGN STATEMENT

A DISTINCTIVE BASE IS A GREAT WAY TO SET YOUR
PROJECT APART, AND NOTHING QUITE COMPARES
TO Q-RAILING’S BASE GLASS CLAMPS.
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STRIKINGLY DIFFERENT
There are times when you need to make a big statement. For some of your projects, choosing
a base with a distinctive and unconventional shape will be exactly the right thing to do.
The base glass clamps in the Easy Glass® range guarantee a unique and eye-catching look.
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PROJECTS
Easy Glass® base glass clamps are intended for light and medium use in applications such as
pedestrian control, poolside barriers and wind breaks. They are designed to be maintenance
free, and the highly distinctive surface-mounted elements deliver proven strength. Suitable
locations include private residences and light commercial properties.

SLEEK LOOKS
FOR Q-RAILING IT IS KEY: THE COMPONENTS
SUPPORTING A GLASS PANEL SHOULD NOT ONLY
PROVIDE SAFETY AND SECURITY, BUT SHOULD
ALSO CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR DESIRED LOOK.
The Easy Glass base glass clamps will help you
realise your design vision, no matter whether that
calls for a rounded or angular solution.
The Easy Glass® MOD 61 is sleek and smooth,
while the Easy Glass® MOD 62 is characterised
by sharp lines and square forms. For the perfect
finishing touch, be sure to use the corresponding
base cover caps.
The Easy Glass® MOD 6000 base glass clamp and
its more robust cousin, the Easy Glass® MOD 6400,
have a flawless appearance. No screws are visible
on their surfaces. Combine them with your choice
of Q-railing cap rail, handrail or Edge Protection
profiles for an end result that is in perfect harmony.
Installing MOD 6000 and MOD 6400 could not be
easier. The glass infill is clamped, so there is no need
for holes.
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EASY GLASS BASE GLASS CLAMP
SPECS
No visible screws to distract the eye

Designed for:

Light and medium use

MOD 6000 comes with a built-in spirit level for easy levelling

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

Matching base cover caps available for MOD 61 and MOD 62

Variants:

Top mount

LED lighting options available for cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light) and

Applications:

Balustrades

glass-mounted handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight and Linear Light)

Material:

316-grade stainless steel

Infills:

Glass

Glass thickness: 12 to 21.52 mm
Top finish:

Cap rails, glass-mounted handrails,
U-profiles and Edge Protection in a
variety of shapes, materials and sizes

International Design Model Protection

EASY GLASS® BLOCK
GLASS ADAPTERS
28

SOPHISTICATION AND FUNCTIONALITY

WITH QRAILING’S SEAMLESS DESIGN
BLOCK GLASS ADAPTERS, GLASS PANELS
APPEAR TO FLOAT.
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MAINTAINING BALANCE
Aesthetically, Q-railing’s Easy Glass® block glass adapters have a lot to contribute.
They can help you achieve that fine balance between stainless steel details and the
transparency of a glass railing. There is much more to these products than good looks.
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PROJECTS
You can use the Easy Glass
block glass adapters for a
wide variety of projects.
With many different shapes
and sizes available, you will
definitely find a great design
for your type of architectural
structure, whether it is a
residential build, retail shop
or office building.

SEAMLESS DESIGN
WITH BLOCK GLASS ADAPTERS YOU CAN PLAN
A STRUCTURAL GLASS RAILING WITH GLASS
PANELS EXTENDING OVER A FASCIA.
Easy Glass® MOD 0760-0766 block glass
adapters have an attractive oval shape, and
come in three different sizes. All have a built-in
spirit level for easy levelling.
Easy Glass® MOD 4762 shares many traits with
the Easy Glass MOD 0760-0766. That means
high quality, great aesthetics and ingenious
features including a built-in spirit level. The only
difference is shape; while models 0760-0766 are
oval-shaped, MOD 4762 has a crisp rectangular
silhouette.
The Easy Glass® MOD 0763 is also rectangular in
form. But there is a remarkable difference when
it comes to functionality. Thanks to a moveable
glass pin, the Easy Glass MOD 0763 is just as
much a block glass adapter as it is a base glass
clamp. Have it installed in pairs at the bottom of
a glass panel - one on the left and the other on
the right - like any other adapter, or position it
between two panels, clamping both.
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EASY GLASS BLOCK
GLASS ADAPTER SPECS
Single anchor mounted

Designed for:

Light and medium use

Finished with round or rectangular stainless steel cover caps

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

MOD 0763 is usable as both a base glass clamp and a block glass adapter

Variants:

Fascia mount

LED lighting options available for cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light) and

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

glass-mounted handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight and Linear Light)

Material:

304 or 316-grade stainless steel

Infills:

Glass

Glass thickness: 8 to 25.52 mm
Top finish:

Cap rails, glass-mounted handrails,
U-profiles and Edge Protection in a
variety of shapes, materials and sizes

International Design Model Protection
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EASY GLASS® POINT
GLASS ADAPTERS
A CLEAR PERSPECTIVE

BRING YOUR DESIGN VISION TO LIFE.
HIGH-TRANSPARENCY MINIMALISM, AND
TIMELESS AESTHETICS COME TOGETHER
IN THIS RANGE OF ADAPTERS.
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LESS IS MORE
What better way to compose a minimalistic railing than using clear glass with only the merest
hint of structural hardware? With numerous options available, you can play with the theme of
light and translucence in your designs.
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PROJECTS
The Easy Glass® point glass adapters are versatile items that can be deployed in many
settings, including private residences, offices and restaurants. With a choice of round
and square shapes, there is bound to be a glass adapter that serves your vision.

FLEXIBILITY
AND VARIETY
THIS GLASS ADAPTER RANGE IS ALL ABOUT
FLEXIBILITY. YOU CAN USE THE ITEMS WITH
A CHOICE OF CLEARANCE BETWEEN WALLS
AND GLASS.
The point glass adapters come with a variety of
bases that are designed to work with either a
mechanical anchor for concrete walls or a bolt that
connects to a metal stringer. Most of the adapters
have a rounded appearance, for installations
that require a softer, more classic look. However,
the Easy Glass® MOD 4747 is angular - great for
creating a slick, contemporary feel.
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With multiple sizes available, you can be
confident of finding the perfect match for your
railing project.
The round Easy Glass® MOD 0749 adapter has a
further advantage – a two-way fixing that allows
easy straightening of the glass panels, both during
and after the installation. An important feature,
given that walls and floors are never perfectly
even, and a big help saving time and money.

EASY GLASS POINT
GLASS ADAPTER SPECS
Available in various sizes

Designed for:

Light and medium use

No visible screws to distract the eye

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

MOD 0749 has a two-way fixing for straightening glass panels

Variants:

Fascia mount

during and after installation

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

LED lighting options available for cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light) and

Material:

304 or 316-grade stainless steel

glass-mounted handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight and Linear Light)

Infills:

Glass

Glass thickness: 8 to 25.52 mm
Top finish:

Cap rails, glass-mounted handrails,
U-profiles and Edge Protection in a
variety of shapes, materials and sizes

International Design Model Protection
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EASY GLASS®
JULIET BALCONIES
TRANSFORM YOUR FAÇADE

JULIET BALCONIES CAN ENHANCE THE
APPEARANCE OF JUST ABOUT ANY FAÇADE
WITH FLOOR TO CEILING GLAZING.
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LET IN THE LIGHT
No matter which Easy Glass® Juliet balcony you choose, it will make a stylish
addition to your building’s façade. All variants have a fully transparent glass structure.
That ensures uninterrupted views and a wonderful feeling of light and air.
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PROJECTS
An Easy Glass Juliet balcony is just your thing when there is no space
for a full balcony. You can use the systems to improve the external
appearance of many building types, including apartment blocks and
private residences.

A WEALTH OF OPTIONS
Q-RAILING’S EASY GLASS RANGE INCLUDES
A NUMBER OF JULIET BALCONY VARIANTS.
If you would like to create a minimalist feel, any
Easy Glass® MOD 0742-0749 or Easy Glass®
MOD 4747 point glass adapter is an excellent
option. These stainless steel components bring a
chic effect in combination with glass panelling.
For something a little different, consider an
Easy Glass® MOD 6507-6508 Juliet balcony.
This system, spanning up to 2.5 metres, holds
its glass panels in place with stylish round or
square cap rails. Matching wall flanges complete
the effect. Attaching the balcony to a building’s
façade could not be easier, with a choice of
horizontal or vertical fixings, giving maximum
flexibility.
For additional visual impact, add linear LED
lighting to the underside of the specially
designed rectangular aluminium cap rail of the
MOD 6507-6508 Juliet balcony. The LED strips are
not only dimmable, they also let you set up just
the right atmosphere by selecting the colour and
warmth of the lighting.
All Q-railing’s Juliet balcony systems have been
thoroughly tested and conform to the latest
international safety standards.
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EASY GLASS JULIET BALCONY SPECS
No visible screws to distract the eye

Designed for:

Light and medium use

Flexible in height and width

Use:

Outdoor

Juliet balconies with cap rails or glass adapters

Variants:

Wall mount

LED lighting options for square MOD 6507-6508 cap rails

Applications:

Juliet balconies

(with Q-lights Linear Light)

Material:

304 or 316-grade stainless steel or
aluminium with stainless steel effect IX

Infills:

Glass

Glass thickness: 8 to 21.52 mm
Top finish:

Cap rails, U-profiles and Edge
Protection in a variety of shapes,
materials and sizes

International Design Model Protection
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BALUSTER RAILING SYSTEMS

41
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DUO LINE
AN INDUSTRIAL EYE-CATCHER

BOLD, IMPRESSIVE LINES WITH ANTHRACITE
GREY POWDER COATING AND DELICATE
HINTS OF HIGHGRADE STAINLESS STEEL
 A GREAT COMBINATION.
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THE ESSENCE OF INDUSTRIAL
The Duo Line system lets you compose striking, visually appealing railing installations.
It represents the best in today’s industrial design with baluster posts made of lightweight
aluminium, powder-coated in a highly scratch-resistant, anthracite grey paint.

44
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PROJECTS
When your project calls for a symmetrical look with sharp
edges and visible workings, Duo Line delivers. The system
is designed for both indoor and outdoor use, in locations
ranging from office buildings to apartment complexes, and
for applications ranging from balconies to barriers.

CLAMP IT
DUO LINE IS AN AVANT-GARDE BALUSTER
RAILING SYSTEM THAT DELIVERS SMASHING
GOOD LOOKS AS WELL AS AFFORDABILITY.
Budget-conscious builders appreciate the way
Duo Line’s aluminium posts and high-grade zamak
connectors keep their costs down. Designers love
the way its anthracite grey (RAL 7016) powdercoated posts work alongside stainless steel.
Combine the Duo Line baluster railing with vertical
bars or use glass infill with stainless steel glass
clamps, glass spider adapters or Glass Frame Tube.
If you are looking to achieve a highly distinctive
effect, go for the powder-coated version of
Q-railing’s square-shaped MOD 42 glass clamp. Its
colour is an ideal match with the powder coating
of the Duo Line posts.
Assembly is quick and easy, thanks to Duo Line’s
modular clamping system. Likewise, infill installation
is a simple two-step process: push the special
Duo Line adapters into the baluster posts and then
insert the infill holders on the adapters. No drilling
or tapping is required.
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DUO LINE SPECS
Highly scratch-resistant and extremely easy to maintain

Designed for:

Light and medium use

A unique modular clamping system for easy installation of infills

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

Rapid assembly without the need for drilling or tapping

Variants:

Top, in-floor and fascia mount

LED lighting options available for handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

and Linear Light) and cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light)

Material:

Aluminium and zamak

Infills:

Vertical bars, web and glass with glass
clamps, spider glass adapters or Glass
Frame Tube

Glass thickness: 8 to 12.76 mm
Top finish:

Handrails in a variety of shapes,
materials and sizes
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LINEAR LINE
RIGID LINES, FLAT SHAPES

LINEAR LINE IS ALL ABOUT CLEAN LINES, SIMPLE
SHAPES AND FLAWLESS SURFACES. PURE FORMS
THAT SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.
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REFINED SIMPLICITY
The Linear Line baluster railing system is the very definition of simplicity and refinement. Here
our designers have pared everything down to a pure concept: straightforward rectangular
forms and impeccable surfaces. The system’s infills match the other components meticulously.
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PROJECTS
Linear Line is a great system for any light or medium use
application. Consider it to create a balustrade with simple
outlines and a presence that isn’t overpowering. A Linear Line
post railing would suit both private and commercial settings.

A CONSISTENT LOOK
GEOMETRY IS KEY IN THE RANGE OF THE
LINEAR LINE BALUSTER RAILING SYSTEM.
THAT SIMPLE AESTHETIC IS APPLIED
BOLDLY AND CONSISTENTLY.
In the Linear Line range you will find everything
you need to plan a complete railing system.
All of the components, from the characteristic
baluster posts to the tiny, smart looking infill
adapters, share the same pared down beauty.
Everything is made from the finest 316-grade
stainless steel.
Linear Line is an ingeniously engineered
system. Its infills are incredibly easy to install.
The stainless steel fittings are clamped onto
the special adapters and then the adapters
are simply pushed on to the post itself. For the
infill you can choose vertical bars or use glass
with either glass clamps or glass holders. The
design of the glass holders renders glass drilling
unnecessary.
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LINEAR LINE SPECS
No visible screws

Designed for:

Light and medium use

Quick and easy to install – push and clamp

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

No drilling or welding required

Variants:

Top, in-floor and fascia mount

LED lighting options available for handrails

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

(with both Q-lights Spotlight and Linear Light)

Material:

316-grade stainless steel

Infills:

Vertical bars or glass with glass
clamps or glass holders

Glass thickness: 8 to 13.52 mm
Top finish:

Handrails in a variety of shapes,
materials and sizes

SQUARE LINE®
STYLISH GEOMETRIC DESIGNS
50

ANGULAR CORNERS AND CRISP STRAIGHT LINES,
SQUARE LINE® HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO MAKE
A STRONG STATEMENT.
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PROVEN DESIGN
With its satisfyingly geometric look, the Square Line baluster railing system is 100% modern.
Its straightforward lines prove that great design doesn’t have to be complicated. In fact,
the purity and simplicity of its components will make a powerful impression in any setting.

52
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PROJECTS
Architects worldwide are looking to create an industrial
look in their designs. It is a stylistic movement that affects
everything from office buildings to balconies. Square Line is
an excellent solution for many locations.

CUTTING EDGE
SQUARE LINE IS A HIGH-QUALITY, MODULAR
CONCEPT EMPLOYING SQUARE AND
RECTANGULAR FORMS TO GREAT EFFECT.
You could combine Square Line with other
geometric components from Q-railing for a
unified effect. Or maybe you like the idea of
bringing contrasting elements together by
combining Square Line with round or oval-shaped
parts from other Q-railing systems. You also have
a choice of infills: bars, cables, web or glass to
complete the desired effect.
The Square Line post system is available in two
variants: Square Line® 40x40 and Square Line® 60x30.
The 60x30 variant is the more heavy-duty version,
capable of bearing even heavier loads than the
40x40. It has the same clean and minimalistic look
as its smaller relative, although with bigger and
thicker baluster posts. The high-grade stainless
steel components and fittings of both sizes
connect easily and seamlessly.
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SQUARE LINE SPECS
No welding required during installation, only gluing, drilling and tapping

Designed for:

Light to heavy use

Square Line 60x30 comes with 60 x 30 mm posts and 60 x 20 mm handrail

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

Combinable with components from other Q-railing systems

Variants:

Top, in-floor and fascia mount

LED lighting options available for handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

and Linear Light) and cap rails (with Q-lights Linear Light)

Material:

304 or 316-grade stainless steel

Infills:

Bars, cables, Easy Q-web or glass with
glass clamps, glass holders, spider glass
adapters or Glass Frame Tube

Glass thickness: 6 to 17.52 mm
Top finish:

INTERNATIONAL
CODE COUNCIL®

ICC

Handrails in a variety of shapes,
materials and sizes

QLINE
THE TIMELESS CLASSIC
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WHEN YOUR DESIGN CALLS FOR A
RAILING SYSTEM BASED ON ROUND
SHAPES, CHOOSE QLINE  A SYSTEM
WITH UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES.
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ALWAYS IN FASHION
It is the timeless, rather modest design that makes Q-line a classic. With its clean and
straightforward shapes in rich satin or polished stainless steel, it will still be looking
contemporary years from now. Its appearance will never go out of fashion.

PROJECTS
There is no system more complete, versatile and modular than Q-line. You can combine numerous
different components and select satined or a polished stainless steel finish. As a result, Q-line will
be at home in just about any environment.
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MAXIMUM CHOICE
THE Q-LINE BALUSTER RAILING SYSTEM LENDS
ITSELF TO EVEN THE MOST CHALLENGING DESIGN
OR CONSTRUCTION SCENARIO.
The Q-line range includes a wide array of highquality pre-fabricated components and infills.
You can use the system to construct everything
from a transparent railing to an industrial-look
architectural feature. The choice of infill is key:
glass, bars, web and two types of cable. When
using bar infill, you can even choose whether to
arrange it horizontally, vertically or diagonally.
The Glass Frame Tube infill is a horizontal ‘tube
and clamp’ system for glass panels. It makes for
a chic, flawless appearance. Uniquely, it allows
you to place the glass panels outside the baluster
posts rather than between them. That makes
longer glass spans possible and has the effect of
creating more space on balconies and stairs.
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QLINE SPECS
No welding required during installation, only gluing, drilling and tapping

Designed for:

Light and medium use

Choice of a satined or polished stainless steel finish

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

Combinable with components from other Q-railing systems

Variants:

Top, in-floor and fascia mount

LED lighting options available for handrails (with both Q-lights Spotlight

Applications:

Stairs and balustrades

and Linear Light)

Material:

304 or 316-grade stainless steel

Infills:

Bars, cables, Easy Q-web or glass with
glass clamps, glass holders, spider glass
adapters or Glass Frame Tube

Glass thickness: 6 to 17.52 mm
Top finish:

Handrails in a variety of shapes,
materials and sizes
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HANDRAIL SYSTEMS
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QHANDRAIL
MULTI-PURPOSE DESIGNER DETAIL

ALTHOUGH HANDRAILS ARE PRIMARILY FOR
SAFETY, THEY CAN BE AN IMPORTANT PART
OF A BUILDING’S AESTHETICS.
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ACHIEVE YOUR VISION
A great-looking handrail can transform your space. The Q-handrail range gives you a choice of
handrails in stainless steel and various types of wood, because different materials create different
atmospheres. And of course, you will always find an appropriate bracket.
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PROJECTS
Q-handrail products might
serve a safety function in private
residences and commercial
buildings of various kinds. You
can also use them to build greatlooking, safe handrails on barriers
and partitions in public areas
such as airports, railway stations,
parks and more.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
THE Q-HANDRAIL RANGE OFFERS A HUGE
AND DIVERSE SELECTION OF HANDRAILS AND
HANDRAIL COMPONENTS.
Give your imagination free rein with the resources
in the Q-handrail range. The design possibilities
are never-ending.
The massive selection of brackets means you can
find a solution to just about any construction
challenge. Round brackets, square brackets,
brackets for walls, brackets for posts, brackets
for mounting directly onto glass – you name it,
Q-handrail has it.
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Perhaps the most distinctive product in the range
is a bracket with blind attachments. This highend component has a fascinating fluidity with no
screws visible.
Q-handrail also includes engineered fittings that
are virtually seamless, and flexible fittings that can
be quickly adjusted to any angle.
Square Line® 40x10 is a true highlight. Aesthetically,
this handrail system has really been pared down
to the minimum: it relies on straight lines and
flat shapes. By choosing the right end pieces and
connectors you can achieve stunning results.

QHANDRAIL SPECS
No welding required during installation, only gluing, drilling and tapping

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

Components designed to fit together perfectly

Variants:

Wall, post and glass mount

Flexible fittings, a wide range of end caps and wall returns, solutions

Applications:

Stairs, balustrades and
wall-mounted railings

for common corners and more
Various LED lighting options available (with both Q-lights Spotlight

Material:

304 or 316-grade stainless steel
or wood (beech, oak or cedar)

and Linear Light)
Diameters/
squares:

38.1 mm, 42.4 mm or 50.8 mm in round;
40 x 10 mm or 40 x 40 mm in square
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SPECIALS
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QLIGHTS
STEP INTO THE LIGHT

BRING AN EXTRA DIMENSION TO A
BALUSTRADE OR STAIRS BY ADDING
LED LIGHTING.
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PAINTING WITH LIGHT
Light is one of the most effective ways to touch people’s emotions. It can totally change the
way you feel about a place. Q-lights Spotlight and Q-lights Linear Light are two exceptional
LED lighting product lines. They put an exciting palette of light effects at your disposal.

PROJECTS
The Q-lights system not only brings atmosphere to your balustrade installation, it also improves safety.
It is fully compatible with multiple baluster post railings, glass balustrades and handrails from Q-railing,
making it a highly versatile system.
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FUNCTIONAL AND
ATMOSPHERIC
THE Q-LIGHTS RANGE LETS YOU ADD
DURABLE AND LONG-LASTING LED LIGHTING
TO BALUSTRADES, BOTH INDOORS AND
OUTDOORS.

QLIGHTS SPOTLIGHT SPECS
For round tubes - Ø 42.4 or Ø 48.3 mm

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

Cables are hidden thanks to specially designed handrail brackets,

Variants:

12 V (indoor IP20, outdoor IP66)
and 24 V (indoor and outdoor IP66)

handrail adapters and wall flanges
Pre-wired, dust-proof and fully moisture-resistant

Applications:

Stairs, balustrades and wall
mounted railings

When lit, the LED spotlights never become hot to the touch

With Q-lights Spotlight you can add a sequence of
attractively spaced lights to a balustrade. Q-lights
Linear Light, by contrast, will give you a continuous
stream of ambient light.
Q-lights Spotlight is for installation in round
stainless steel handrails. The individual lights bathe
the walkway with a clear light exactly where it
is needed. All of the system’s handrail brackets,
handrail adapters and wall flanges are fitted
with cable ducts. That means the cable will be
completely hidden from view, whether it has to go
through a wall or through a post.
Q-lights Linear Light, on the other hand, comes
with linear LED strips that give a continuous stream
of light. The effect is dramatic. You have a choice of
warm white light, cold white light or RGB-coloured
light. The LED strips can be integrated into cap rails
mounted on glass, and cap rails serving as handrails.
The Linear Light system is extremely versatile.
It can even be incorporated into the Easy Glass®
Juliet balcony MOD 6507-6508, and includes a
cladding for the Easy Glass® Pro top-mounted
base shoe.
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QLIGHTS LINEAR LIGHT SPECS
Integrates linear LED lighting into cap rails, into cap rails serving as

Use:

Indoor and outdoor

handrails, and in the Easy Glass Pro top mount base shoe

Variants:

Warm white light (24 V, indoor IP20,

Special adapter available that turns a standard cap rail into an illuminated,

outdoor IP66), cold white light

bracket-supported handrail

(24 V, indoor IP20, outdoor IP66) or
RGB-coloured light (24 V, indoor IP20)

Pre-wired - no cables visible
Transparent or frosted plastic covers that prevent dazzle available for the
LED strips

Applications:

Stairs, balustrades, Juliet balconies
and wall mounted railings
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BRING YOUR VISION TO LIFE

WWW.QRAILING.COM
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Downloadable CAD drawings, BIM objects and architectural specifications
Clear overviews of all Q-railing products and systems
Numerous inspirational references and images

DE-136-848443

WWW.Q-RAILING.COM
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